
Your Class Feis with Digital FeisTM

Digital Feis is a video feis system created to make Irish dancing competitions accessible 
to as many dancers as possible. Record your dancing at home or your studio, send in 
your entries, and get feedback via email. Dances are US$8.00 each.

How to Run Your Class Feis with Digital Feis

The Digital Feis syllabus includes a clear 
explanations of scores, a dancer’s strengths, 
and suggestions for improvements from 
every feis.

Digital Feis Scoresheets

Digital Feis scoring categories
Knowledge, Timing, Upper Body, Lower 
Body, and Presentation

We have found that these categories are 
best for communicating clearly to the 
dancer.

Digital Feis points per category
18–20, Outstanding. I have mastered this 
category, for this dance, at this level.

15–17, Strong Area. I am accomplished at 
this; it is one of my strengths.

12–14, Satisfactory. I am doing a good job 
of learning this, and will keep improving.

7–11, Weak Area. I am having trouble with 
this right now, but I am looking forward to 
getting better.

0–6, Incomplete or inappropriate. Used 
when a dancer is dancing unsafely, when a 
dance is not the required length.
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Decide on your syllabus

Your can choose to utilize the 5-level Digital Feis syllabus, or we can 
adapt to your levels.

Choose your awards

Class feis dances are US$8 each, as they do not currently include 
medals. We send printable scoresheets, and you can give out your own 
certificates, ribbons, medals and/or trophies.

Check your recording equipment

Most newer smartphones record great video! Please use a tripod 
with a smartphone holder whenever possible for stability, and record 
horizonally. You can send us a sample video for quality check.

Submit your request on our website

Fill out the form at www.digitalfeis.co/class to request your class feis 
schedule. Requested dates are not guaranteed. We may need more 
time for setup and an adjudicator training check-in if you are using a 
new syllabus. We’ll take you through the steps to set up your feis. A 
US$50 setup fee is required once the feis is scheduled.

Print your numbers and record your dances

Unlike our worldwide open Digital Feis competitions, a class feis can 
number dancers any way they need. Download our number card PDF at 
www.digitalfeis.co/class and print on cardstock to use number cards 
we know we’ll be able to read on camera. Use our Class Feis Recording 
Sign-In & Tracker sheet to check dancers in, mark what’s already been 
recorded, and stay organized.

Videos must be named 000 Level Dance. For example, 317 Beginner 
Light Jig.mp4.

Submit your feis videos

When your feis is scheduled, you will receive a link to your Class Feis 
form page to submit your videos and pay. Turnaround may be up to 10 
days depending on number of dancers. Highlight results videos are not 
included with class feiseanna.

Please note that class feiseanna do not count towards level advancement.


